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The shape of the AC universe will remain unchanged with the multiplayer shutdown, as there is no need to compensate for the services being dropped, so Assassin's Creed Online will continue to be free-to-play and will not require a subscription to play. Leaving the AC series means the end of the direct service that Assassin's Creed multiplayer fans
could depend on to always be around, but it also means that this might be the last time we see online multiplayer in any form on the main Assassin's Creed series. The multiplayer itself remains intact and unchanged for now, and the change does not apply to Black Flag, which has its own online multiplayer service that will remain in operation. Find

some friends and jump in! In addition to its more sedate predecessor, Assassin's Creed 3: Liberation was a welcome addition to the AC franchise with a whole new setting and characters. Third-party developers previously built games around the movement of the Chief, like the one below. But the game itself does not have that kind of depth or
complexity. Few players have even touched the game, which first launched on iOS in July 2012. Here's to hoping that Black Flag is another Assassin's Creed hit, as I hope that it lives up to the quality of the other games in the series. I'm definitely interested to see what the multiplayer does in it, which has never been a strong aspect of the series.
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